
Space Finder is our artificial intelligence solution to help operating 
lists run more efficiently. Using predictive analytics, Space Finder 
creates optimal operating lists tailored to the surgeon, the patient 
and the operation. It monitors lists and alerts under or over-runs 
before they happen. It can also identify specific cases that can 
be added to lists to ensure the full use of capacity. It learns and 
improves on its own with continued use. 
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Space Finder is an artificial intelligence solution 
that uses predictive analytics to generate 
optimal operating lists. These lists are tailored 
to the individual surgeon, reflecting their own 
practice, the characteristics of their individual 
patients and the specific procedure being 
planned. It can also help pinpoint lists that may 
have space for additional operations, or are at 
risk of cancelations. Alerts about under and 
over-runs before they happen helps, ease the 
workload of booking managers the surgeons 
who can better plan their day.

Powerful machine learning algorithms are used 
to by Space Finder to predict how much time 
and equipment are needed for an operation. 
This information is prepared for all surgeons and 
presented to booking managers to help improve 
throughput and schedule lists more efficiently.

Hospital operations are complex. Predicting how long they will take and what 
equipment they will require is difficult. This can lead to inefficient operating lists 
that don’t use available time, or that end with avoidable cancellations, thereby 
wasting the time of valuable clinical teams.
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HOW SPACE FINDER IS DELIVERED

DIAGNOSTIC

Diagnostic
-  Check potential opportunity 

in your hospital (utilisation, 
RTT, late starts, early finishes, 
cancellations etc.) 

-  Check data availability  
and suitability

-  Help you to start having the 
conversations to develop  
buy-in across your team

SPACE FINDER

Deployment
-  Install Space Finder on  

your system
-  Link Space Finder with  

your data
-  Create outputs tailored to 

your needs 

 EMBED THE CHANGE

Embedding
-  Making sure Space Finder 

continues to operate 
effectively on your system

-  Provide arms-length support 
and reporting 

-  Quarterly check-in to assess 
how well Space Finder is 
being used

EXAMPLE 
BESPOKE  
SUPPORT TO 
COMPLIMENT 
SPACE FINDER 
DEPLOYMENT

CHANGE READY 
Optional:  
Team capacity development
-  Build team and develop 

consensus on opportunity  
to deliver Space Finder

-  On site coaching and 
mentoring of key members  
of team

IMPLEMENTATION
Optional:  
Implementation support
-  Work with your team to 

implement Space Finder
-  Iterate and refine outputs as 

the work evolves and needs 
become clear

PHASE 1   > PHASE 2   >> PHASE 3   >>>
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SPACE FINDER IN PRACTICE:  
A CASE STUDY

THE IMPACT
We worked with a large NHS Trust to deploy 
Space Finder with their planned care team. 
This helped them to increase their theatre 
throughput by 50 extra cases per week. This was 
delivered in core hours and equated to c. £4 
million of extra yearly activity at no extra cost.

USING TECHNOLOGY
Space Finder achieved these results with 
minimal investment by using new machine 
learning techniques to tap into historic data  
and accurately predict operating times and 
resource requirements. These predications 
are used to help plan optimal operating lists, 
or identify potential improvements in those 
currently scheduled. 

SUSTAINING THE CHANGE
The results from Space Finder have been 
sustained due to the high level of buy-in  
across staff:
-  Surgeons engaged with  the science behind 

Space Finder and its ability to help accurately 
plan their operating lists in advance and  
reduce cancellations.

-  Booking managers valued the simplicity of 
Space Finder’s interface as it pulled together a 

EXAMPLE INSIGHTS
Space Finder helped hospital management to identify 
that a surgeon’s full day ophthalmology list had only four 
cataracts scheduled. Following a conversation with the 
Surgeon and Booking Manager, the Service Manager 
agreed that a number of additional cases could be 
booked. When the list went ahead these additional cases 
were completed within the scheduled time. 

THE FEEDBACK
“ Edge helped us to put the plan into 
planned care” 

Director of Strategy and Transformation
“ It has given us a very different insight 
into the way we plan care and allowed 
a different conversation with clinicians”

Medical Director

range of information sources, making their jobs 
easier to do well.

-  Hospital management found the transparency 
that Space Finder provided on hospital 
operations helped them target specific areas for 
improvement.

-  Business analysts became part of the 
deployment team, learning about new analytical 
approaches and techniques. 



SHARED VISION
Space Finder was built with the belief that hospital theatres can 
run more efficiently if better and more targeted information is 
available when operating lists are planned. It was co-developed 
with surgeons, hospital managers and information experts to 
generate the outputs that are needed to make a difference to 
the way operations are scheduled. It makes use of novel machine 
learning technology which can create powerful insights from 
historical data. 

EVERYBODY BENEFITS 
-  Surgeons: helps them to accurately plan their operating  

lists in advance and leads to reduced cancellations
-  Patients: improved access to hospital services, reduces  

waiting times
-  Booking managers: makes their jobs easier to do well by 

providing suggested surgery lists
-  Hospital management: improved transparency helps 

management target specific areas for improvement

LOCALLY TAILORED
Each version of Space Finder uses the same powerful technology, 
but the outputs are tailored around your specific context, 
needs and challenges. In tailoring Space Finder, we work closely 
with your team of clinicians and managers. We take time to 
understand their perspective and understand how best address 
the local challenges and needs. This means your team can shape 
Space Finder, which helps develop buy-in across the organisation. 

PAINLESSLY INTEGRATES
Space Finder sits on top of your existing systems providing 
actionable insights, by analysing your data in real time. By sitting 
on top of existing systems, Space Finder is both flexible, safe  
and IG compliant – your valuable information does not leave  
your organisation.
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WHY SPACE FINDER  
DELIVERS RESULTS
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SPACE FINDER’S  
USERS INTERFACE 

PREDICT SPACE: How much space is
predicted on future operating lists? 

SURGEON SPECIFIC: Focus 
attention and thinking where it is most 
likely to be a benefit

HISTORIC PERFORMANCE: How
much space was there on operating lists 
that went ahead?

REVIEW LIST: For the selected list, 
detailsare provided to allow check and 
challenge before booking

PICK A CASE: Waiting list data  
are presented, so that priority cases can  
be booked

SCHEDULE: Optimally schedule  
future lists 

COMPARE: Case length by type of  
case and surgeon as well as monitor 
accuracy of model

TRACK: Changes and improvements 
week on week in case length and utilisation

ANALYSE: Bespoke analytics that help 
you analyse performance across theatres. 
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Space Finder is a modern technology 
that easily integrates with your people 
and systems
 

www.edgehealth.co.uk info@edgehealth.co.uk

GEORGE BATCHELOR
Edge Health Director
george@edgehealth.co.uk
+44(0) 7980 804956

CHRISTIAN MOROY
Edge Health CTO
christian@edgehealth.co.uk
+44(0) 7492 334833

OUR DETAILS

CONTACT US

Tailoring Space Finder beyond the basic 
components is entirely possible and can be 
arranged following discussion with the Edge 
Health team.
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Edge Health’s vision is to transform the NHS by combining engagement with 
economics and data science to produce robust outputs for our clients. It has 
been built by founders that share this vision from their years of working in the 
health sector and seeing what can be achieved.
In delivering this vision, we understand the importance of maintaining the 
confidentiality of our clients’ proposals, plans and data. To support this we have 
a range of internal procedures and regular internal audits to make sure these 
are being followed. We ask in return that our proprietary analysis, approaches, 
insights, and methodologies are protected by our clients.
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